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Abstract 

Pure reactive scheduling is one of the core technologies to solve the complex dynamic 

disturbance factors in real-time. The emergence of CPS, digital twin, cloud computing, big 

data and other new technologies based on the industrial Internet enables information 

acquisition and pure reactive scheduling more practical to some extent. However, how to 

build a new architecture to solve the problems which traditional dynamic scheduling 

methods cannot solve becomes a new research challenge. Therefore, this paper designs a 

new bi-level distributed dynamic workshop scheduling architecture, which is based on the 

workshop digital twin scheduling agent and multiple service unit digital twin scheduling 

agents.  

Within this architecture, scheduling a physical workshop is decomposed to the whole 

workshop scheduling in the first level and its service unit scheduling in the second level. On 

the first level, the whole workshop scheduling is executed by its virtual workshop 

coordination (scheduling) agent embedded with the workshop digital twin consisting of 

multi-service unit digital twins. On the second level, each service unit scheduling 

coordinated by the first level scheduling is executed in a distributed way by the 

corresponding service unit scheduling agent associated with its service unit digital twin. The 

benefits of the new architecture include (1) if a dynamic scheduling only requires a single 

service unit scheduling, it will then be performed in the corresponding service unit 

scheduling without involving other service units, which will make the scheduling locally, 

simply and robustly. (2) when a dynamic scheduling requires changes in multiple service 

units in a coordinated way, the first level scheduling will be executed and then coordinate 

the second level service unit scheduling accordingly. This divide-and-then-conquer strategy 

will make the scheduling easier and practical.  

The proposed architecture has been tested to illustrate its feasibility and practicality.   
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1 Introduction 

The traditional static scheduling cannot meet the production requirements generally due 

to complex production situations and dynamics. Therefore, dynamic scheduling becomes a 

hot research topic. The modelling and utilizing real-time status information of job shop 

facilities and resources have always been puzzling the dynamic scheduling in production. It is 

because: 1) obtaining the best scheduling scheme, cyber space and physical space should be 

integrated and synchronized in real time, and the mapping between the cyber space and 

physical space should be highly consistent. However, at present, basic process data are 

usually inaccurate, incomplete, asymmetric and non-real time; 2) the production process is 

often interfered by strong real-time related information such as external order insertion, task 

change, scheduling adjustment and equipment failure. Obviously, it is a great challenge to 

organize and utilize all available information to form an ordered and agile production. 

Similar to this dynamic job shop scheduling problem, large-scale optimizations [1] share 

very much similar challenges. For reducing the computational burden and traffic under the 

centralized framework, existing large-scale optimizations often decompose a complex 

system into some subsystems and adopt a distributed control strategy. It is observed that 

only one or a few subsystems are needed at each time to solve the whole system 

optimization problem [2]. In dealing with large-scale scheduling problems, the existing 

research mainly focuses on the distributed implementation of the scheduling algorithms 

[3][4]. However, it is also important to build an overall architecture of a dynamic scheduling 

system with reasonable decomposition and rapid reconfiguration of sub-scheduling 

problems. Under this architecture, how to obtain and utilize real-time information of the 

production resources and their states in the physical space and feed them back into the 

virtual scheduling space is a prerequisite for ideal real-time dynamic scheduling. This 

requirement is not easily met with the traditional manufacturing technology, but it could be 

enabled by the emerging digital twin technology. 

Digital twin provides an enabling infrastructure to solve those problems because it 

makes the operation and information mapping between the physical system and its virtual 

system (twin) synchronized, bidirectional and in real-time. However, taking a workshop as an 

example, during the dynamic mapping of the physical workshop and its virtual twin, huge 

data and information are generated, which puts forward another new challenge to the 

traditional scheduling architecture. It is difficult to establish a mathematical model that can 

be used for real-time and effective calculation or approximation with extra complex 

information. It is also difficult for many intelligent algorithms dealing with dynamic 

scheduling of a flexible job shop due to the low calculation efficiency or accuracy in a short 

time, which often results in improper scheduling and affects the production efficiency and 

economic benefits.  



Nevertheless, a workshop digital twin can be decomposed into different service unit 

digital twins, and each service unit can be constructed with seven basic digital twin building 

elements [5]. This new workshop digital twin construction method based on our team's 

up-front research works provides a foundation for a new bi-level dynamic scheduling 

scheme.  

This paper proposes a new bi-level and distributed dynamic scheduling architecture 

(See Fig. 1). The dynamic scheduling can be systematically structured and associated with the 

digital twin model of a production system such as a workshop. For example, a workshop can 

be regarded as a configuration of several service units with proper resource allocations [5], 

its digital twin model can be described by the workshop configuration model at the first level 

and associated service unit models at the second level. On each level, a digital twin model 

can combine a level-specific dynamic scheduling agent to form a digital twin scheduling 

agent. For simplicity, we call it a DTSA hereafter. In this way, scheduling results generated by 

a virtual workshop scheduling agent can control the physical workshop. Therefore, the 

real-time optimal allocation of physical workshop resources could be realized, the cyber 

physical fusion for controlling the real space by virtual space could be completed, and closed 

loop of production could be formed.  

With this architecture, a physical workshop digital twin scheduling agent (WDTSA) at 

the first level will be responsible for optimal resource coordination and scheduling for each 

service unit while a service unit digital twin scheduling agent (SUDTSA) at the second level is 

responsible for the job scheduling within the unit. A service unit of the workshop is originally 

encapsulated with seven digital twin elements [5] namely the controller, processor, executor, 

buffer, material, logistics path and a virtual operation environment. To make it a DTSA, a unit 

digital twin job scheduling agent will be associated with it, thus a DTSA can communicate 

with the physical service unit through the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) 

system and real-time manufacturing execution system (MES). Some of the digital twin 

elements of a service unit are smart elements in digital twin space, such as machines and 

caches, and we also call them digital twin agents (DTA). They feedback status information 

and perform assigned tasks intelligently. However, they are not digital twin scheduling agent 

(DTSA) without scheduling decision function. On the one hand, a SUDTSA can obtain 

physical real-time status information. On the other hand, it can control the physical service 

unit. The optimal scheduling results from a SUDTSA are transmitted to its corresponding 

physical space by twining mechanism to control the production activities of the service unit. 

The contributions of this paper are threefold: 1) a new dynamic scheduling architecture 

is proposed, in which the digital twin scheduling agents can communicate with their physical 

spaces in two directions to realize real-time scheduling; 2) a distributed multiple digital twin 

scheduling agents-based system, model, implementation steps and techniques are 

proposed, which decompose a complex scheduling problem level by level, making the 

scheduling distributed, flexible and in parallel, 3) by blending the upper-level heuristic rule 

scheduling algorithm with the lower-level humoral immune negotiation scheduling 

mechanism; and combining the scheduling algorithm and simulation evaluation, a better 

scheduling scheme can be obtained, and then a way of implementing the proposed 

architecture and its application in scheduling is given with an example. It illustrates this 

architecture not only can quickly obtain a feasible scheduling scheme, but also schedule the 



internal resources of relevant service units under various dynamic factors to ensure the 

stability of the whole manufacturing system. 

On this scheduling architecture, production tasks, the production resources and service 

units are first mapped by WDTSA according to the process information, bill of materials 

(BOM), resource information, etc. Then, the tasks are allocated to each service unit according 

to the delivery period, standard working hours, current production status and other 

constraints. At a SUDTSA level, tasks are assigned in a certain order to each machine through 

a multi-agent scheduling negotiation mechanism. In this way, a centralized workshop 

scheduling problem becomes a bi-level distributed scheduling, which reduces information 

processing greatly and makes the real-time dynamic reactive scheduling possible.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Following the related work in 

Section 2, the dynamic scheduling problem definition and the overall solution framework for 

the bi-level distributed scheduling are built in Section 3. Then the bi-level dynamic 

scheduling realization steps and technologies are detailed in Section 4 and illustrated by an 

example in Section 5, then followed by the conclusion. 

2 Related work 

2.1 Digital twin and its application in manufacturing 

Digital twin can integrate the new generation of information technologies, such as 

Internet of things, mobile communication, big data, cloud computing, and manufacturing 

technology to build a virtual model, which is highly consistent with the manufacturing 

physical system with real time two-way communication, so as to realize the control of the 

physical system through the operation of the virtual model and provide a specific solution 

and feasible way for the integration of the physical world with the cyber world. This concept 

was first proposed by Grieves at the University of Michigan in 2003 and was mainly applied 

in the field of military industry and aerospace in the early stage. The primary task of digital 

twin application is to create the digital twin model of an applied object[6]. At present, the 

digital twin model mostly uses the three-dimensional model originally defined by Professor 

Grieves[7], that is, physical entity, virtual entity and the connection between them. 

Developing and innovating the existing modeling theory, it is regarded as a new direction of 

modeling, simulation and optimization technology[8]. Its potential values and broad 

application prospects have attracted many attentions. 

Firstly, some scholars study and develop the concept and definition of digital twin. 

Negri et al [9] summarized 16 definitions of digital twin. Kritzinger et al [10] reviewed and 

classified the research of digital twin in the manufacturing field. In these research literatures, 

more than half of them discussed the concept and definition, and mainly focused on the 

digital model and digital shadow, while the research of digital twin in the strict sense was 

relatively less. Zheng [11] expounded the concept of digital twin from two perspectives of 

broad and narrow senses. In a narrow sense, digital twin refers to a high fidelity model or 

digital equivalent of physical products that integrates product life cycle data. In a broad 

sense, digital twin is a kind of cyber physical system (CPS). Qi and Tao compared and 



analyzed the similarities, differences, and relations between big data [12], CPS [13] and 

digital twin. 

Secondly, due to the characteristics of digital twin as summarized by Boschert et al. [14], 

many scholars have explored the possible applications of digital twin in smart manufacturing 

system [15] and smart workshop [16]. Tao et al. [17] summarizes the applications of digital 

twin in industry, covering the whole life cycle of products, and including product/production 

line design, production process and product/system operation and maintenance. Liu et al. 

[18] discusses the rapid personalized design and implementation of flow shop driven by 

digital twin. Tao et al. [15] put forward the "DTS" mode and discussed the operation 

mechanism and key technology of digital twin shop floor in the production process. Zhuang 

et al. [19] proposed a digital twin based smart production management and control 

framework for a complex product assembly shop floor. Sun et al. [20] discussed an assembly 

and commissioning method of high precision products driven by digital twin. Based on the 

digital twin technology, Liu et al. Error! Reference source not found. put forward a 

quad-play CMCO (Configuration design-Motion planning-Control 

development-Optimization decoupling) design architecture for the design of a flow-type 

smart manufacturing system in the Industry 4.0 context.  

 

2.2 Dynamic scheduling 

At present, most manufacturing enterprises generate an overall production plan 

according to production capacity through their enterprise resource planning (ERP) system, 

decompose it into detailed plan according to process information in product data 

management (PDM) system, and optimize resource allocation and determine the processing 

sequence according to the earliest completion, delivery time, standard working hours, etc. 

Once the MES system is used to dispatch the tasks to the stations, various disturbing factors 

will inevitably appear in the process of task execution, such as inserting orders[22], new job 

arrival[23] machine breakdown[24], task delay[25], etc. Therefore, dynamic scheduling is 

proposed to replace static scheduling. At present, in the process of modeling and solving 

dynamic scheduling problems, robust scheduling, pre-reaction scheduling (rescheduling) 

and pure reactive scheduling are mainly used. 

Robust scheduling is a kind of dynamic scheduling method which takes some 

emergencies into account in advance. It generates scheduling schemes based on the current 

known information or the predictable future information. Scholars mostly focus on how to 

improve the robustness of scheduling schemes [26]. That is to assure that in the process of 

real production scheduling, if there is a dynamic event, the generated scheduling scheme will 

not be deteriorated in a wide range or cannot be implemented. Since many preventive 

measures are taken into robust scheduling, it has a certain degree of robustness for dynamic 

events that could be occurred [27]. However, robust scheduling with some predicted events 

results in the processing equipment with more idle time, which is a great waste of workshop 

resources [28]. In addition, because there is a great deviation between the occurrence of 

dynamic events and the predicted events, the performance of robust scheduling may be 

reduced greatly [29]. 



Pre-reaction scheduling is also called rescheduling. It is the process of rescheduling jobs 

when new disturbances are generated. The main research issues are when to start 

rescheduling and how to reschedule. Church et al. [30] proposed three ways to start 

rescheduling: event driven, cycle driven, and event and cycle hybrid driven. Adil et al. [31] 

presents a constructive algorithm, greedy randomized adaptive search procedure (GRASP), 

which can solve FJSP and DFJSP with machine capacity constraints and sequence-dependent 

setup times. Moreover, many scholars have done a lot of work on the frequency of 

rescheduling [32], which shows that it has a great impact on the system performance. In 

addition, in order to reduce the computational complexity of rescheduling, researchers have 

proposed rolling window technology [33][34], which can transform a dynamic scheduling 

problem into a sub-problem of static scheduling in each window. For static scheduling, there 

are many mature methods that can be applied directly. But, how to determine the size of 

rolling window is a very difficult problem, and it has a great impact on the quality and 

efficiency of scheduling [35]. In the actual production, the window is usually set to a shift, a 

day or a cycle and other fixed time periods. 

Pure reactive scheduling is different from the above two scheduling methods. It selects 

an optimized local strategy by considering the current state and some local information that 

can be referenced when a scheduling is needed. It can respond to dynamic events quickly 

and economically without producing a pre-scheduling scheme. Pure reactive scheduling is 

also called online scheduling by some researchers [36]. 

Priority scheduling is a kind of pure reactive scheduling, which can get a scheduling 

scheme according to the local information of a system. Generally speaking, priority 

scheduling technology is a method to deal with scheduling by the highest priority in the 

system according to a certain strategy. When there are multiple optional elements waiting to 

be arranged in the scheduling system, selected jobs need to be screened, evaluated and 

sorted. Due to a small amount of calculation, this method has the ability of fast response to 

dynamic events. In addition, this method neither needs to modify the original scheduling, 

nor causes the increase of production instability. At present, many researchers focus on 

scheduling rules [37] and heuristic algorithms [38][39], which are the key factors to 

determine the scheduling performance. But this method suffers from that rules cannot 

evolve by themselves when states change. In order to support dynamic scheduling, a better 

pure reactive scheduling is needed. 

Multi-agent technology Error! Reference source not found.[41] is one of the most 

representative methods in pure reactive scheduling. Researchers have proposed an 

agent-based scheduling system [42][43][44]. Each agent tries to maximize its own interest, 

thus causing conflicts with other different agents. Therefore, a coordination agent is needed 

to solve the global problem. Agent based scheduling system has good adaptability and 

flexibility, especially in the open and dynamic production environment, so it is very suitable 

for the frequently changing workshop manufacturing environment. The difficulty of this 

technology is to coordinate the contradictions among agents, which can maximize the 

interest of each agent and balance the contradictions among them, so as to maximize the 

overall interest of the system [45]. The popular negotiation mechanisms include humoral 

immunity [46], CNP [47], game theory [48], and so on. If a centralized negotiation algorithm 

is used, its calculation cost will be very high. In addition, it requires a lot of knowledge, rich 



scheduling experience [46], or the ability of self-learning and self-adaptation. 

2.3 Multi-agent scheduling based on digital twin 

Since a manufacturing execution system is a dynamic process that comprises of 

production plans, machines and resources, it is the twin of physical and virtual spaces. The 

great significance of the scheduling strategy is the rapid response to both orders and shop 

floor processing variations. In recent years, many scholars have begun to solve the above 

dynamic scheduling problems with digital twin related methods. Cupek et al [50] introduced 

a multi-agent system based manufacturing execution system architecture for small batch 

production support, including system model, application communication mechanism and 

agent instance. Guizzi et al [51] introduced a new manufacturing scheduling architecture 

leading to a mixture of proactive and reactive approaches to the Job-shop Scheduling 

Problem (JSP), taking advantages of both the decentralised and centralised methodologies. 

Du et al. [52] presented the development of reactive and proactive scheduling methods on 

both order-oriented level and processing oriented level. Further, an integrated scheduling 

strategy is devised based on them. Zhang et al[53] developed a DT-enhanced dynamic 

scheduling methodology with the DT-based machine breakdown prediction, disturbance 

detection and performance evaluation methods. 

Zhang et al. [54] reviewed different kinds of scheduling methods since the last century 

and put forward a method to solve a dynamic real-time scheduling problem based on 

distributed multi-agent scheduling by using CPS, multi-agent technology, RFID technology, 

big data technology and other enabling technologies under industry 4.0. Zhou [55] 

proposed a general framework for knowledge-driven digital twin manufacturing cell 

(KDTMC) towards intelligent manufacturing, which could support autonomous 

manufacturing by an intelligent perceiving, simulating, understanding, predicting, optimizing 

and controlling strategy. Fang[56] put forward a digital-twin based job shop scheduling 

towards smart manufacturing，and applied digital twin to a scheduling problem the first time. 

Compared with the traditional job shop scheduling methods, the digital-twin-based 

scheduling method can well adapt to the physical workshop and sufficiently meet the 

workshop production needs in terms of real-time response, robustness, and accuracy. Leng 

et al. [57] proposes a novel digital twin driven joint optimisation approach to maximising the 

utilisation and efficiency of a large-scale automated high-rise warehouse product-service 

system continuously. 

The above research shows that when the data can flow between the physical space and 

the virtual space in a digital twin, the virtual and real agents can communicate smoothly, a 

distributed multi-agent scheduling driven by digital twin becomes possible. Without doubt, 

digital twin becomes the key technology to solve this problem. Therefore, this paper 

proposes a bi-level distributed dynamic scheduling with a WDTSA and SUDTSAs. The unified 

modeling method is first applied to map the production factors of a workshop and configure 

the service unit digital twin scheduling agents. The virtual workshop is constructed quickly 

according to the production task and process information. Then the two levels work together 

to organize the production scheduling and reduce the calculation cost. 



3 The Dynamic scheduling problem definition and the overall 

solution framework 

3.1 Bi-level dynamic scheduling mathematic model 

A workshop typically consists of several service units, thus a job shop scheduling 

problem can be defined at two levels: the workshop level and service unit level. All service 

units work in the same manner and in parallel, so this bi-level scheduling system can 

accommodate multiple service unit scheduling agents in parallel to support multi-agent 

flexible job shop scheduling.  

At the workshop level, the problem is defined as follows. When a dynamic event(e) is 

triggering a job scheduling, given a set of service units U (U={1,2,…,l,…,u}, l{1,2,…,u}) and 

their current utility statuses as resource constraints (detailed in resource information section 

3.3) and a set of new jobs (ne) to be scheduled as task, the goal is to achieve the best 

production performance such as the minimum makespan by decomposing the overall jobs 

into sub-jobs and assigning proper new sub-jobs to corresponding service units.    

At the service unit level, a service unit job scheduling problem is defined in response to 

the workshop level scheduling. The resource constraints include the number of 

machine/storage device/logistics equipment, the number of buffer/handling 

equipment/code scanning equipment, other resources such as measure resources and their 

utility statuses within the unit. The assigned new sub-jobs to the unit are tasks to be 

completed in the unit on schedule. The goal is to achieve the best unit production 

performance such as the minimum makespan.  

This bi-level job shop scheduling based on service units (SUFJSP) can be described as 

follows. 

 

Goal: the best production performance such as the minimum makespan. 

Constraints- six basic element sets: 

ne×u×{ml, bl, al, rl} , where ne is the new job number of the eth dynamic event, u is the 

service unit number, ml is the number of machine/storage device/logistics equipment within 

the lth service unit, bl is the number of buffer/handling equipment/code scanning equipment 

within the lth service unit, al is the assigned job number to the lth service unit, and rl is the 

number of other resources in the lth service unit. Each job i in the lth service unit consists of 

lni ordered operations. 

The service unit set U (U={1,2,…,l,…,u}, l{1,2,…,u}), the job set J (J={J1,1, J1,2,…,Ji,l,…, 

Ja'u +au,u}, i{1,2,…, a'l +al }), where a’l is the new assigned job number to the lth service unit, 

the operation set O (O={O1,1,1,O1,1,2,…,Ol,i,j,…,Ou,a’u+au,un(a'u+au)}, j{1,2,…,lni},), the 

machine/storage location/logistics equipment set in lth service unit Ml 

(Ml={Ml,1,Ml,2,…,Ml,k,…,Ml,ml}, k{1,2,…,ml}), the buffer/handling equipment/code scanning 

equipment set in lth service unit Bl (Bl={Bl,1,Bl,2,…,Bl,k’,…,Bl,bl}, k’{1,2,…,b}), and the other 

resource set in lth service unit Rl (Rl={Rl,1,Rl,2,…,Rl,k’’,…,Rl,rl}, k’’{1,2,…,r}).  

The processing time of operation Ol,i,j on machine/storage location/logistics equipment 



Mlk is denoted by ti,j,l,k. The occupied time of operation Ol,i,j on the buffer/handling 

equipment/code scanning equipment Blk’ is denoted by ti,j,l,k’. The other time of operation 

Ol,i,j on other resource Rlk’’, such as measuring equipment/personnel, is denoted by ti,j,l,k’’. The 

start sever time of operation Ol,i,j in lth service unit is denoted by Sl,i,j, and the end sever time 

of operation Ol,i,j in lth service unit is denoted by Cl,i,j. According to the sequence of 

operations, the start processing time of the operation immediately after the operation Ol,i,j in 

l’th (l’{1,2,…,u}) service unit is denoted by Sl’,i’,j’. 

The orderly arrival time of new job(s) or the occurrence time of abnormal production 

event is Ee,. Each job includes one or more operations, and the sequence of operations is 

predetermined. Each operation can be processed on several different machines/storage 

location/logistics equipment supported by proper services in the corresponding service units. 

The processing/storage/transportation times vary with the performance of the 

corresponding machine/storage location/logistics equipment. The typical objectives are 

minimum makespan, the total tardiness of all jobs, minimum maximal machine workload and 

minimum total machine workload, especially the first one. The goal of scheduling is to select 

and assign the most suitable service units with corresponding resources and available 

statues for processing appropriate sub-jobs when the dynamic event at the time Ee is 

triggering a rescheduling, and then each service unit will determine its own best 

processing/storage/transportation sequences and start time of each sub-job on the 

corresponding machine/storage location/logistics equipment, so that some performance 

indexes of the whole system can be optimized. At the time of Ee, once the arrival of new jobs, 

machine failure or other dynamic events are occurred, taking the goal of the minimum 

makespan as an example, the proposed mathematical model is shown as follows.  

The objective function is: 

, ,min(max( ))l i lnif C=
                           

(1) 

Eq. 1 represents the objective function, which is minimizing the makespan of the 

last operation of the ith job in the lth service unit. 

The top-level constraints: 
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Eq. 2 represents the sum of new jobs/tasks decomposed/assigned into each service 

unit is equal to the total new job/tasks at the eth dynamic event time. Eq. 3 is a decision 

variable, it also means a job/task can only be serviced by one service unit at the same 

time. In the equation, yi,l represents the ith job/task is assigned to the service unit l if the 

load of the lth service unit is the minimum at that time.  

The second-level constraints include internal constraints in a service unit and 

operation constraints among service units. 
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Eq. 4 represents that if any job on any service unit is being processed, the current 

scheme cannot be interrupted/rescheduled until the processing procedure is finished. Eq. 5 

and 6 represent service order of the Ol,i,jth operation in the lth service unit and among 

service units. Eq. 7, 8 and 9 are decision variables, they also mean that any resource can only 

be occupied by one job/task at the same time. 

 

A scheduling agent is a computing cell which can control the mechanism of problem 

solving, and this cell may be a program or a machine [43]. When solving a complex 

scheduling problem, the computing ability of a single agent is limited. Thus, a complex 

flexible job shop scheduling problem needs to be decomposed into many sub-scheduling 

problems, the sub-scheduling problems are handled by various agents individually, and then 

these individual agents are combined into a distributed parallel scheduling computing 

system according to a certain organizational relationship and architecture. The cooperation 

between agents is used to solve the complex FJSP problems. Therefore, the basic idea of 

multi-agent flexible job scheduling system is to divide a complex manufacturing system into 

several independent autonomous entities, and to distribute a single heavy production 

scheduling task to the corresponding agents within each autonomous entity. At the same 

time, the negotiation mechanism between agents is established to achieve the common 

optimization goal by coordinating their independent behaviors [46].  

 

Note that the utility statues of various resources need to be updated in dynamic job 

scheduling in real time. For example, any machine broken down, major abnormal execution 

of scheduled production activities and dynamically diagnosed machine fault information 

from the physical world need to be fed into the virtual job scheduling. This is the reason why 

digital twin can help the dynamic job scheduling. 

 

3.2 The overall framework 

The unified modeling method [5] is used to create the virtual models of an actual 

physical workshop’s elements and their control logics (see the left hand side of Fig. 1), such 

as human, machine, material, job and other production elements. Then the virtual models 

are mapped onto their physical counterparts including resource information mapping and 



logic mapping, which form information model and logic model in the virtual space (digital 

twin) respectively (See the middle of Fig. 1). Thus, real-time states of resources in the 

production process of a physical workshop can parametrically control the corresponding 

virtual space states to realize physical-to-virtual twinning, and the data model in digital twin 

could be updated. In the reverse direction, the changes in the digital twin can drive the 

physical workshop running to realize the virtual-to-physical twinning. The workflow is shown 

in blue arrows.  

How to make changes in the virtual twin is closely related to digital twin applications. In 

the research, our application is focused on the workshop job scheduling. Our strategy is to 

add a workshop job scheduling application on the virtual twin (see the right hand side of Fig 

1). The added workflow is shown in green arrows. From the top, task/job information could 

be obtained from the workshop’s upper management system such as ERP. Driven by 

jobs/tasks, guided by information model, logic model and data model in the virtual twin, a 

series of digital twin agents with learning or decision-making ability can be formed through 

information fusion and data interaction technology. 

The whole workshop is divided into different service units, and the configuration 

package is used to build a variety of digital twin agents into a service unit. When the digital 

twin agent of the workshop and the digital twin agents of service units are endowed with 

scheduling decision-making function, a bi-level dynamic scheduling architecture is formed. 

When a new task/job is arrived, the workshop digital twin scheduling agent quickly allocates 

resources and a sub-task/job to different service unit digital twin scheduling agents, and 

each service unit agent performs distributed negotiation scheduling within itself. Finally, the 

scheduling scheme is formed and simulated in the virtual workshop, and a reasonable 

scheme is chosen and sent to the physical workshop. All kinds of disturbance factors in a 

service unit of the physical workshop inform the digital twin scheduling agent through 

information fusion. When the service unit digital twin scheduling agent is unable to 

coordinate within the service unit, the unit scheduling agent will inform the workshop digital 

twin scheduling agent to allocate new resources to the unit or cooperate with other service 

unit digital twin agents. 

In this way, the workshop production logic can be reconstructed quickly according to the 

production task/job and process information and the distributed production scheduling is 

then organized and executed mainly within service units. Under the technologies of physical 

information fusion, all kinds of production information and scheduling interference factors 

are acquired by multi-agents in real time, which is convenient for optimizing scheduling 

strategy.  
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Fig. 1 Dynamic scheduling framework driven by digital twin 

3.3 Resource information, control logic and data model 

of digital twin workshop 

The workshop digital twin model includes information model, logic model and data 

model. The information model characterizes and encapsulates the workshop resources, 

defines the internal operation mechanism and its external interface. The logic model 

describes the operation mechanism of the physical workshop on this basis, which describes 

the process of the parts to be processed into finished products or semi-finished products 

after logistics and processing. The data model establishes a two-way communication 

channel between the physical workshop and the virtual workshop. 

Firstly, the resource information model of digital twin workshop is built with the method 

described in [5]. Seven basic logic elements (seven elements) of controller, processor, 

actuator, buffer, logistics path, flow entity and virtual service node are used to express 

workshop key components, such as control equipment, processing equipment, logistics 

equipment, storage equipment, logistics path, production object, external interface, etc. The 

attributes and behaviors of each element are described graphically and formally. 

Furthermore, the input / output interface of seven elements is defined and associated with 



their corresponding CAD models and physical equipment data monitoring points to realize 

the encapsulation of seven elements and form the workshop production resource 

information model library. 

Secondly, the logic model of digital twin workshop is built. The information model 

describes the static structure of the workshop from the aspects of the components and 

organizational structure of the workshop, while the logical model describes the correlations 

among the elements from the dynamic operation mechanism of the system [5]. Through 

virtual service node, the seven elements are associated into the manufacturing execution 

unit, namely the service unit. By encapsulating the internal behavior and external interface, 

the internal details are hidden to form a digital twin agent of the service unit. The 

combination of service units can reconstruct all kinds of production organization forms, such 

as series, parallel connection, assembly, disassembly, etc., and realize the mapping of various 

production service units and production organization relations. Furthermore, binding a 

logistics path, logistics equipment and virtual service node can form a logistic serve unit, and 

a logistics path network model can be formed to realize the mapping of logistics association 

and logistics organization relationship between service units. Finally, based on the flow entity, 

service unit and logistics path network model, the process, production and logistics are 

dynamically related to build a production logic model to realize the orderly logical flow of 

materials in the virtual workshop, and map the operation mechanism of the system. On this 

basis, the task simulation, process operation simulation and analysis evaluation of 

production planning can be realized, and then the production organization optimization and 

control of physical workshop can be realized [58]. 

On the basis of the logical model, the data model integrates the real-time status and 

operation parameters of resources in the production process from the physical workshop, 

real-time operation data, and virtual data, including simulation process data and results 

obtained from simulation system and scheduling system, etc. Moreover, through the analysis 

and evaluation of the virtual and real data fusion to assist production decision-making, the 

virtual workshop can realize the feedback control from the virtual workshop to physical 

workshop. The data model can be divided into three levels: basic parameters, evaluation 

index and system decision [58].  

In this paper, basic parameters generally refer to all the available physical workshop 

resource/job status and operation parameters, as well as the simulated data generated by 

the virtual workshop. For example, a real-time job can be defined by the job identity number, 

job status, job executor, job service unit, job start time, job completion time, NC code for the 

job processing, job exception number, exception content, job exception sender and handler, 

exception start and end time and the identity number of job changed. In order to 

characterize the status and performance of the equipment or system, the virtual and real 

data are counted and analyzed to form the evaluation indexes or constrain functions. The 

job’s constrain functions include earliest completion time, delivery delay rate, delay cost, 

equipment or worker utilization rate, equipment or worker balance rate and robustness. 

System decision-making refers to the adjustment of system parameters according to the 

objectives. The decision-making basis is the evaluation index, which finally acts on the 

monitoring variables. A job shop scheduling objective decision set includes the shortest time, 

the lowest cost, the highest efficiency, the best labor balance, the best equipment balance 



and the best robustness. The Information fusion and interaction for creating digital twin 

agents are detailed in section 4. 

3.4 Bi-level dynamic scheduling structure 

The workshop bi-level dynamic scheduling is a distributed multi-agent system 

composed of three kinds of DT agents. Its structure is shown in Fig. 2, including service unit 

digital twin scheduling agent（SUDTSA), job digital twin agent (JDTA) and workshop digital 

twin scheduling agent (WDTSA). The SUDTSA agent unit is composed of production unit 

digital twin scheduling agents (PUDTSAs), logistics unit digital twin scheduling agents 

(LUDTSAs) and inventory unit digital twin scheduling agents (IUDTSAs). It is a sub bi-level 

structure. WDTSA is in the first level, and SUDTSA and JDTA are in the second level. A service 

unit’s SUDTSA and JDTA can communicate with each other and feedback the state 

information to WDTSA. WDTSA is responsible for allocating resources and tasks to each 

service unit’s job digital twin agent according to the special rules or strategies. Any new jobs 

issued from a unit JDTA will trigger the corresponding service unit scheduling agent 

(SUDTSA) to work.  

In a service unit digital twin scheduling layer, the SUDTSA is in the upper level, and the 

digital twin agents of machine, buffer, jobs assigned to the service unit and other resources 

(tools, tooling, etc.) are connected in the lower level. Each digital twin agent in the service 

unit, for example, a machine digital twin agent (MDTA), a buffer digital twin agent (BDTA), a 

assigned job digital twin agent (AJDTA) and other resource digital twin agent (ORDTA), can 

communicate with each other and feedback the state information to the PUDTSA. According 

to the negotiation mechanism, the behavior of each digital twin agent and scheduling result 

are finally determined by the SUDTSA. Through the communication between the virtual 

digital twin agents and the physical space, the instruction is transmitted to physical space. 

Therefore, the whole scheduling structure with a multi digital twin agent system is 

divided into two levels, which forms a hierarchical scheduling structure with a multi digital 

twin agent system. In the first level, WDTSA allocates resources and sub-tasks/jobs to the 

service units. In the second level, the SUDTSA arranges the specific service resources and 

sequence of sub-tasks/jobs. 
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Fig. 2 bi-level dynamic scheduling structure with multi digital twin agent system 



 

4 The bi-level dynamic scheduling realization steps and 

technologies 

The bi-level dynamic scheduling flowchart is shown in Fig. 3. When a new task/job 

according to the new orders or dynamic disturbances is arriving, a job (generation) agent will 

generate a job request with the resource information and communicates with the workshop 

scheduling agent. Workshop scheduling agent decomposes the overall jobs into sub-jobs 

for different service units. When each service unit receives a new sub-job, its own job 

generation agent will generate a service unit job request with the service unit resource 

information and its real-time interference factors. The service unit scheduling agent will then 

perform the service unit job scheduling, and the service unit digital twin can simulate and 

verify the implementation of scheduling scheme, and then choose the best scheduling 

scheme before commanding the service unit to execute the job. During the execution, if any 

abnormity of executive status of the service unit occurs, the abnormity will be noticed by the 

service unit job generation agent, which should decide whether it causes a service unit job 

online scheduling or not. And if the abnormity cannot be managed by the service unit alone, 

they will be sent to the workshop job generation agent for triggering a workshop job online 

scheduling. 
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Figure 3 the flowchart of bi-level dynamic scheduling 

There are five steps to realize the bi-level dynamic scheduling: 1) set up the dynamic 

scheduling problem; 2) implement the top-level scheduling based on heuristic rule 

allocation; 3) implement the dynamic scheduling based on the negotiation mechanism of the 

service unit level; 4) negotiate with the top-level to deal with the problems that cannot be 

solved in the service unit; 5) control the jobs of the service unit, obtain the dynamic 

scheduling problem in real time, go back to step 1 and cycle. 

4.1 step 1- how to set up a dynamic scheduling problem 

The information fusion and interaction between physical space and information space 

are key to realize digital twin. In a digital twin, its information fusion and interaction occur 

between physical objects in physical twin, between virtual models in digital twin, and 

between physical twin and digital twin, as shown in Fig. 4. Due to these information fusion 

and interaction technologies, it possible to obtain dynamic scheduling information in real 

time and then a dynamic scheduling problem can be set up. 

In the physical space, the physical twin is divided into three levels, physical resources, 

physical service units and workshops. Physical resources include human, machine, material, 

job and other production factors. The interaction and association between resources form 

relatively independent service units for a specific operation. The resources of a logistics 

service unit include logistics equipment, code scanning equipment, assigned job and other 

resources. The resources of an inventory service unit involve storage device, handling 

equipment, assigned job and other resources. The resources of a production service unit 

consist of machine, buffer, assigned job and other resources. These service units work 

together to complete the production jobs in the workshop. Job scheduling and to-do-job 

instruction generation are in the Top-Down fashion while the operation parameters and 

real-time statuses of physical resources and units are fed back to the workshop from the 

bottom to top. The production planning and scheduling instructions of the workshop are 

distributed to the physical units and physical resources from the top to bottom. The 

instruction execution and real-time data feedback mechanism in the physical twin are shown 

in Fig. 5. 
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Fig.4 Information fusion and interaction 

 

Fig. 5 Command execution and real-time data feedback mechanism in physical twin 
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system interact and fuse with each other. The information model is the basis of other models, 

which can express and model physical resources in a unified way. The data model and logic 

model provide a foundation for complete scheduling. Based on the scheduling model, a 

bi-level scheduling mechanism based on multi agents is built to realize the scheduling with 

production disturbance factors (such as machine failure, resource shortage, order insertion, 

order cancellation, etc.). The logical model provides simulation and verification for the 

production planning and scheduling scheme generated by multi digital twin scheduling 

agents (system). The data model connects the information model, logical model and 

scheduling system.  

Between the physical twin and the digital twin, the physical resources are mapped into 

the information model, combined with logic model, which can realize the true reflection and 

description of the physical workshop composition, workshop production layout, logistics 

path layout and production organization relationship. Based on the real-time perception 

and transmission of the data model with the industrial Internet of things (IIoT), operation 

parameters and real-time statuses of physical resources and units can be synchronized and 

updated to the information models and logic models. Based on the information model, logic 

model and data model, the multi-digital twin scheduling agent system generates the 

scheduling scheme and production instructions according to the real conditions, and then 

issues the scheduling instructions after the simulation verification. The workshop distributes 

the jobs to the physical unit, acting on the specific resources. Then the execution results and 

parameters would be fed back to the digital twin data model, thus forming a 

"command-execution-feedback-regulation" closed-loop. 

In order to ensure the real-time collection of abnormal data sources, a data collection 

method is as shown in the Fig. 5. The real-time data of the workshop is collected by the 

real-time database, which is called Redis established by SCADA. SCADA transmits the 

real-time data to the scheduling system by the message queue of message middleware 

Kafka. The specific transmission process is that the multi-agent scheduling system sends a 

specific execution instruction to SCADA through Kafka, and the SCADA will pass the 

execution result synchronously to the scheduling system through Kafka message middleware. 

Then the data collection of the scheduling system is realized. According to the characteristics 

of the rapidity of storage and writing of real-time database Redis and synchronization of 

Kafka instructions, the real time of abnormal data collection is ensured. 

The Fig. 5 also describes the instruction execution and parameter feedback mechanism 

in the physical twin. The workshop production instructions based on the multi-dimensional 

model and system fusion of digital twins are delivered to physical units through Kafka for 

analysis and execution. And then the control variables are written into the key-value 

database Redis, driving the corresponding resource executors to complete the 

corresponding actions. On the one hand, the changes of resource operation parameters and 

real-time statuses will be written to Redis to trigger new events in real time. On the other 

hand, the real-time data in Redis is migrated to MongoDB, a NoSQL database, at a certain 

frequency for long-term storage in the form of files. 

The specific steps of instruction execution and feedback in the physical unit are 

described as follows. Firstly, Kafka releases the workshop production order to the physical 

unit in the form of message (using call statement). If the production order can be correctly 



parsed, it will enter the message queue to wait for execution. Otherwise, it will feed back a 

failure message of the instruction parsing (using RET statement). Then, if the message at the 

head of the queue meets the execution conditions, the corresponding function or method 

encapsulated in the unit will be called and executed. The execution starting message (using 

the start statement) is fed back, and the control variables are written to Redis. The actuator is 

driven to execute the instruction action. Otherwise, the call failure message will be fed back. 

Finally, if the instruction is executed, the success message of the calling is fed back (using RET 

statement). If the response time is out, the failure message of the call is fed back. 

4.2 step 2- how to do scheduling at Level 1 and 

coordinate Level 2 scheduling problem definition 

The digital twin agent of the workshop l is composed of a workshop digital twin 

scheduling agent, a job digital twin agent and service unit digital twin agents. A multi-digital 

twin agent structure in the workshop level is shown in Figure 6. 
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Fig.6 Digital twin agent structure of workshop layer 

 

A service unit twin agent not only maps the production resources within the service unit, 

but also connects with JDTAs through communication mechanism, so as to obtain the 



information of the jobs and auxiliary production resources needed (such as tools, fixtures, 

worker's technical level, etc.). If the inventory is limited and has a great impact on production, 

it is necessary to establish an inventory unit digital twin scheduling agent which 

communicates with the workshop digital twin scheduling agent and the production unit 

digital twin scheduling agents to provide or store raw materials and semi-finished products. 

That is, the PUDTSA needs to communicate with the IUDTSA to form accurate schedulable 

information. 

The workshop digital twin scheduling agent allocates resources and sub-jobs to each 

service unit according to schedulable information. For a job which can be processed in 

different service units, the service unit can be determined by rules or strategies. Service unit 

digital twins communicate with each other and logistics units organize logistics activities 

according to the process route to ensure the implementation of the scheduled scheme. Of 

course, according to certain rules and policies, the task/job also can be assigned to each 

service unit. The service unit scheduling agent obtains the relevant status information of 

real-time feedback, and then coordinates the internal scheduling of service unit digital twins. 

Generally, we assume that the inventory/cache is infinitely large, and the inventory/cache 

twin agent is not considered in the scheduling process. The auxiliary resources are enough to 

all service units and have been allocated to the service units by WDTSA in advance. When 

the logistics equipment is sufficient and the logistics path is smooth, or the processing time is 

much longer than the transportation time, the impact of logistics on processing is not 

considered. Then there are only WDTSA, PUDTSA and JTDA agents on the workshop level.  

In actual production, due to the large number of machines, the similar machines could be 

divided into the same production service unit according to the process similarity. If the 

number of machines in the same service unit is still large, which is not easy to manage, the 

production service unit can be further divided according to the actual situation of machines 

managed by workers. 

According to the reference [37], scheduling rules can be established in WDTSA. In this 

paper, WDTSA chooses the rule of Shortest Processing Time (SPT), First in First out (FIFO) 

and Shortest Processing Time-Work In Next Queue (SPT-WINQ) for the top-level scheduling 

respectively, due to the SPT rule with the best average waiting time and average flow time 

(the difference between task end time and task release time), FIFO rule with the best 

maximum flow time and maximum completion time, and SPT-WINQ rule with mixed effect. 

Firstly, the job twin agent JDTA is sorted according to the SPT rule, FIFO rule and SPT-WINQ 

rule individually. Then the job twin agent enters the service units with the minimum workload. 

Because there are three scheduling strategies, there will be three different scheduling 

schemes. By comparison, we can choose the best rule. 

 

4.3 Step 3-how to do level 2—service unit dynamic 

scheduling 

Each intelligent service unit is composed of different kinds of agents. In order to ensure 

that each agent cooperatively completes the internal and external logistics, processing, 



gauging and other functions of the intelligent service unit, it is necessary to analyze the 

production organization structure, logistics organization structure and agent function 

characteristics of the intelligent manufacturing system based on the combination and 

configuration rules of each element and component in the virtual intelligent service unit. In 

this paper, we classify the multi-agents under the cooperation of multi-interference factors 

in production dynamics into: service unit digital twin scheduling agent which solves job task 

conflict and coordinates resource scheduling strategy, resource agent that sends statuses to 

other agents (including workpiece, processing equipment, logistics equipment and auxiliary 

resource agent, etc.) and sub job agent to provide sub job information. Through the 

cooperation mechanism between agents, the sub-job allocation and sequence are adjusted. 

The multi-digital twin agent structure of a service unit layer is shown in Figure 7. 
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Fig.7 Multi digital twin agent structure on a service unit layer 

Under different negotiation mechanisms, the quality of solution obtained by the agent 

scheduling system is different. In general, the negotiation mechanisms such as CNP[47], 

game theory[48] and humoral immunity[42] are widely used at present.  

In this paper, a multi-agent scheduling method based on humoral immunity [42] is used 

to schedule a service unit. This paper only considers machine resources and ignores the 

other resources, such as manipulator, cutter, buffer, fixture, AGV and so on. When a 

multi-agent scheduling method simulates the humoral immune response mechanism in the 

service unit, the corresponding relationship is that the service unit twin agent corresponds to 

the peripheral lymphoid tissue, the decomposed job corresponds to the antigen at the 

process level, and the machine corresponds to the macrophage. The multi-agent scheduling 

response negotiation mechanism in the service unit based on humoral immunity is shown in 

Fig. 8. In order to make the method applicable to the negotiation within the service unit, we 



modify the negotiation mechanism and process as follows. 
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 Fig. 8 Negotiation mechanism of humoral immune response within the service unit 

 

In Fig. 8, the antigen concentration, i.e. the shortest processing time of the remaining 

process of the job:  
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Cell activation time： 
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Among them,
 , ,l i jC is the antigen concentration value of 

, ,l i jO , 
, ,l i jJST  is the earliest start 

time of 
, ,l i jO  (i.e., the completion time of 

, , -1l i jO ), 
kl,MST  is the earliest start time of machine 

k  in service unit l  (i.e., the completion time of the last operation in the processing list of 

machine k  in service unit l ), 
kl,j,i,hT
 
is the armed helper T cell activation time of 

, ,l i jO on 

machine k in service unit l , 
kljiB ,,,
 is the B cell activation value of 

, ,l i jO on machine k  in 

service unit l , 
kljiOST ,,,
 is the real start time of 

, ,l i jO on machine k  in service unit l , and 

kljiOCT ,,,
 is the real completion time of 

, ,l i jO on machine k in service unit l . 

 

MDTAlk selects a processing procedure based on the submitted maximum B cell 

activation value. When there are multiple identical maximum B cell activation values, MDTAlk 

preferentially selects the process with high antigen concentration. 

 

Specific process in Humoral Immune Negotiation Mechanism is described as follows. 

Step 1: Register and network all JDTA's and MDTA's with the PUDTSA after entering all 

the processes for all the jobs to be processed. 

Step 2: PUDTSA sends a list of antigens to each JDTA, JDTA releases antigens one by 

one according to the processing sequence of the process (ie, JDTA releases the next antigen 



in the antigen list after the released antigen is distributed), and calculates the antigen 

concentration 
, ,l i jC . 

Step 3: The T cells in JDTA start to calculate their respective activation time 
kl,j,i,hT  and B 

cell activation value 
kljiB ,,,
, and send a maximum 

kljiB ,,,
 to both corresponding MTAs. 

Step 4: MDTA compares the presented 
kljiB ,,,
 using a greedy mechanism, selects the 

antigen with the largest 
kljiB ,,,
 as the process to be processed, extracts 

kl,j,i,hT  information 

from it, and saves it along with 
kljiOST ,,,
and 

kljiOCT ,,,
 in the MDTA's to-be-processed list. 

Step 5: MDTA sends the pending list to PUDTSA, combines the MDTA pending lists into 

a scheduling result table, and outputs the scheduling result. 

4.4 Step 4-how to deal with what if scenarios in a service 

unit and communicate with the Level 1 

 A scheduled scheme generated by the dynamic scheduling system can be simulated in 

the virtual workshop with its simulation model, which can be generated for each scheme as 

shown in Fig. 1. On this basis, we can evaluate the production process. In order to evaluate 

different scheduling schemes reasonably according to the working conditions, a 

comprehensive evaluation method based on combination weighting can be adopted. After 

simulation, the evaluation index value  1 ,1srV v s S r R=      can be obtained, where vsr is 

the rth index of sth scheduling scheme, S is the number of scheduling schemes, and R is the 

number of indexes used to evaluate system performance under different scheduling 

schemes, e.g. the average utilization rate of machine/buffering equipment and the 

makespan. Taking V as input, the comprehensive score of the sth scheme Ts could be 

calculated according to Eq. (13) and (14), the scheme with the highest score is thus selected.  

1

R

r

r

s r sT w v
=

=  (13)

( )1u o

r r rw w w =  + −   (14) 

Where, rw , u

rw and o

rw represents the combined weight, subjective weight and objective weight 

of rth index, respectively; and  is the distribution coefficient of each weight. 

In the physical workshop, based on verified scheduling scheme and simulation details, 

production orders could be generated, including ex-inventory orders, logistics orders, 

operation orders and in-inventory orders. These orders are sent to production service unit 

for execution through a message middleware, e.g. Kafka [59]. Based on the real-time 

statuses and operating parameters of equipment obtained via a memory database, e.g. 

Redis, production service units drive the equipment to execute these orders and feedbacks 

execution results to workshop, i.e. execution started, execution succeeded, execution failed, 

etc. If all jobs in the scheduling scheme are completed, the execution ends; otherwise, the 

execution continues, while real-time monitoring whether the execution process deviates 

from the scheduling scheme.  

If the status of any internal production resource in the service unit is abnormal, resulting 

in large deviation of job/task execution and forming new tasks, new jobs/tasks need to be 



allocated and sequenced. First, the new jobs/tasks are negotiated and scheduled in the 

service unit. On the basis of minimizing the makespan, the real-time online scheduling in the 

service unit also needs to be stable and robust to a certain extent when compared with the 

original scheduling scheme. If it still fails to meet the requirements after negotiation and 

optimization, the information should be fed back to the top-level workshop digit twin 

scheduling agent. The workshop digit twin scheduling agent will distribute some jobs/tasks 

to other service units or reallocates resources to the original service unit. 

4.5 Step 5—how to redefine the problem in Level 1 to 

start the loop again 

The redefinition of a dynamic scheduling problem can be divided into two cases: 1) it 

comes from the new orders obtained from the ERP system or direct external input; 2) it 

comes from the major abnormal execution of a scheduled production that cannot be 

handled by the current service unit according to the real-time feedback status information. 

For example, the equipment state changes from available state to fault state, for which the 

production is affected seriously. After the feedback of a job/task execution, compared with 

the expected delivery time, it could be found that there was serious delay.  

For the first case, it should be started from the top level. The workshop digital twin 

scheduling agent of the first level communicates with each service unit digital twin agent, 

and assigns the jobs/tasks according to their current situation. The service unit digital twin 

scheduling agent on the second level schedules these new jobs/tasks and those ones that 

have not started through the negotiation mechanism.  

The second case will lead to the failure of internal negotiation mechanism of digital twin 

scheduling agent in a service unit generally, that is, no matter how to optimize, it will not get 

satisfactory results because of insufficient resources and production capacity. Therefore, it is 

necessary to generate new tasks and send requests to the workshop digital twin scheduling 

agent in the first level to assign tasks to service units with relatively fewer jobs/tasks. Or the 

top-level digital twin scheduling agent allocate more resources to the current service unit, 

such as logistics equipment, man and other production resources, in order to expand the 

capacity of the service unit. 

Both of the new jobs/tasks will dynamically redefine scheduling problem and start the 

loop again. 

5 Experimental study 

5.1 Verification example 

In this paper, Kacem8×8 benchmark example[42] is selected as the verification example, 

and the job examples are shown in the table 1. It supposes that the jobs in Table 1 are the 

new arrivals at the time of E1=0.  



Table 1   Kacem 8x8            （Time unit： hours） 

  M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 

J1 O1 ,1 5 3 5 3 3 – 10 9 

 O1 ,2 10 – 5 8 3 9 9 6 

 O1 ,3 – 10 – 5 6 2 4 5 

J2 O 2 ,1 5 7 3 9 8 – 9 – 

 O2 ,2 – 8 5 2 6 7 10 9 

 O2 ,3 – 10 – 5 6 4 1 7 

 O2 ,4 10 8 9 6 4 7 – – 

J3 O3 ,1 10 – – 7 6 5 2 4 

 O3 ,2 – 10 6 4 8 9 10 – 

 O3 ,3 1 4 5 6 – 10 – 7 

J4 O4 ,1 3 1 6 5 9 7 8 4 

 O4 ,2 12 11 7 8 10 5 6 9 

 O4 ,3 4 6 2 10 3 9 5 7 

J5 O5 ,1 3 6 7 8 9 – 10 – 

 O5 ,2 10 – 7 4 9 8 6 – 

 O5 ,3 – 9 8 7 4 2 7 – 

 O5 ,4 11 9 – 6 7 5 3 6 

J6 O6 ,1 6 7 1 4 6 9 – 10 

 O6 ,2 11 – 9 9 9 7 6 4 

 O6 ,3 10 5 9 10 11 – 10 – 

J7 O7 ,1 5 4 2 6 7 – 10 – 

 O7 ,2 – 9 – 9 11 9 10 5 

 O7 ,3 – 8 9 3 8 6 – 10 

J8 O8 ,1 2 8 5 9 – 4 – 10 

 O8 ,2 7 4 7 8 9 – 10 – 

 O8 ,3 9 9 – 8 5 6 7 1 

 O8 ,4 9 – 3 7 1 5 8 – 

 

Generally, the service units are divided according to the process similarity. However, the 

processing functions of all the eight machine tools in this example are similar (only the 

processing time is different probably). In order to reflect the advantages of the bi-level 

distributed scheduling, this example divides the eight machine tools into two service units. 

M1, M2, M3 and M4 are in the first service unit, and M5, M6, M7 and M8 are in the second 

service unit. 

 

5.2 Experimental results and analysis 

In this experiment, JADE is used as the development environment of a multi-agent 

system. Java language and multithreading technology are used for developing codes. 

Each thread represents an agent. The whole multi-agent system runs on a computer 

with 2.8 GHz CPU and 8 GB memory. The benchmark example of the test system uses 



kacem8*8 to verify the algorithm. It is supposed that a batch of jobs from ERP arrive at 

E1=0 time (see Table 1). According to SPT, FIFO and SPT-WINQ rule, the scheduling is 

carried out respectively. If the system does not perceive other dynamic interference 

factors, the scheduling results are shown in figure 9, 10, and 11. 

 

 
Fig. 9 The scheduling results of SPT rule with new arrivals at E1=0

 

 

Fig. 10 The scheduling results of FIFO rule with new arrivals at E1=0
 

 



Fig. 11 The scheduling results of SPT-WINQ rule with new arrivals at E1=0
 

 

In this paper, based on the bi-Level dynamic MAS scheduling architecture, the rule 

scheduling and humoral immune algorithm can be combined by different levels using 

different methods. From the result in figure 9, we can see that the optimal solution of 

scheduling result based on STP is 16. Although the optimal solution 14 in [42] is not reached, 

it is a reasonably feasible solution. And with the increase of the problem scale, the real time 

is more significant. For the bi-level distributed multi-agent system, when the dynamic 

changes occur, the coordination within the service unit twin agents should be considered at 

first to ensure the stability of the system. 

Combined with the previous digital twin framework, on the one hand, in the process of 

scheduling optimization, a twin agent can perceive actual situations of the physical twins in 

real time, and connect the data into the scheduling model. It can ensure the effective 

real-time communication of various scheduling agents in the virtual space. Therefore, once 

there is an exception that needs to be handled, the online scheduling is carried out 

immediately. On the other hand, the scheduling optimization results are transmitted to the 

physical unit by the twin agent to control the execution in the physical space, and then the 

purpose of the fusion of virtual space and real space can be achieved.  

In order to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the bi-level distributed scheduling 

to dynamically dealing with new job arrivals and resource changes, another new arrival job 

experiment and a machine failure experiment are added in succession. 

After that, at the time of E2, the 2th hour, the multi-agent scheduling system perceives 

two new job arrivals. If there is no other dynamic interference factor, the operation table of 

the two new jobs J9 and J10 is shown in table 2, and the scheduling results with SPT, FIFO 

and SPT-WINQ are shown in the figures 12 to 14.  

Table 2 the operations of the new arrival jobs at E 2=2 

  M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 

J9 O9,1 6 2 5 - 4 6 7 - 

 O9,2 3 5 3 4 7 5 8 6 

J10 O10,1 4 5 - 1 6 5 3 4 

 O10,2 5 3 5 4 5 6 2 7 

 O10,3 8 5 2 6 3 4 - 5 

 

 



 

Fig. 12 The scheduling results of SPT rule at E2=2 

 

 

Fig. 13 The scheduling results of FIFO rule at E2=2
 

 

Fig. 14 The scheduling results of SPT-WINQ rule at E2=2
 

 

And then, at the time of E3, the 6th hour, the service unit 1 twin agent perceives that 

there is a fault in machine tool 3 (M3). According to the method used in this paper, a 

real-time scheduling is needed only in the service unit 1. If there is no other dynamic 



interference factor, the result of scheduling with three different rules is shown in Figure 15 to 

17. 
 

 Fig. 15 The scheduling results of SPT rule at E3=6
 

 

 
Fig. 16 The scheduling results of FIFO rule at E3=6

 

 

 
Fig. 17 The scheduling results of SPT-WINQ rule at E3=6

 

 

In order to verify the effectiveness and robustness of the bi-level multi-agent 

dynamic scheduling architecture proposed in this paper, which combines the rule 



scheduling and humoral immune negotiation mechanism scheduling, the solution of this 

method is compared with that of a single-level multi-agent dynamic scheduling 

architecture, including the single-level architecture based on STP, FIFO, SPT-WINQ and 

humoral immune negotiation mechanism scheduling individually. Based on the three 

different conditions, the comparison of calculation results is shown in Table 3 to Table 6. 

In these tables, condition 1 means the condition with only new arrival jobs at E1=0， 

condition 2 means the condition with new arrival jobs at E 1=0 and E 2=2, and condition 3 

means the condition with new arrival jobs at E 1=0 and E 2=2, and machine tool fault at E 

3=6. RM is the index of robustness, the change degree of the maximum completion time 

[60]. 

Table 3 Dynamic scheduling results based on SPT rule 

Dynamic 

condition
 

Single-level rule architecture 

（SPT rule） 

Bi-level MAS architecture 

（top-level: SPT） 

makespan 

（h）
 

computing 

time（s）
 

robustness 

RM
 

makespan 

（h）
 

computing 

time（s）
 

robustness 

RM
 

Condition 1
 

19 0.142 - 16 0.198 - 

Condition 2
 

21 0.158 0.1053 16 0.251 0 

Condition 3
 

23 0.169 0.0952 16 0.312 0 

 

Table 4 Dynamic scheduling results based on FIFO rule 

Dynamic 

condition
 

Single-level rule architecture 

（FIFO rule） 

Bi-level MAS architecture 

（top-level: FIFO） 

makespan 

（h）
 

computing 

time（s）
 

robustness 

RM
 

makespan 

（h）
 

computing 

time（s）
 

robustness 

RM
 

Condition 1
 

21 0.138 - 18 0.206 - 

Condition 2
 

24 0.186 0.1429 20 0.251 0.1111 

Condition 3
 

26 0.213 0.0833 21 0.312 0.05 

 

Table 5 Dynamic scheduling results based on SPT-WINQ rule 

Dynamic 

condition
 

Single-level rule architecture 

（SPT-WINQ rule） 

Bi-level MAS architecture 

（top-level: SPT-WINQ） 

makespan 

（h）
 

computing 

time（s）
 

robustness 

RM
 

makespan 

（h）
 

computing 

time（s）
 

robustness 

RM
 

Condition 1 19 0.151 - 17 0.215 - 

Condition 2 22 0.196 0.1579 17 0.268 0 

Condition 3 24 0.223 0.0909 18 0.319 0.0588 

 

As can be seen from Table 3 to Table 5, although the computing time with the 

proposed bi-level hybrid dynamic scheduling architecture are longer than those of the 

general rule scheduling method, the quality of the solution from the bi-level hybrid 

dynamic scheduling architecture is obviously better than that of the single-level rule 

scheduling method, and the average solution quality is improved by 25.4%, which is 

mainly due to the immune negotiation mechanism used in the second level to further 



optimize the top-level rule scheduling results. The robust performance is also 

significantly improved, which is mainly due to the bi-level architecture. It is proved that 

the bi-level multi-agent system method is feasible and effective to solve a dynamic 

flexible job shop scheduling problem. 

 

Table 6 Dynamic scheduling results under different MAS architectures 

Dynamic 

condition 

single-level multi-agent architecture 

based on humoral immune 

negotiation mechanism
 

bi-level multi-agent architecture 

based on SPT & humoral immune 

negotiation mechanism
 

makespan 

（h） 

computing 

time（s） 

robustness 

RM 

makespan 

（h） 

computing 

time（s） 

robustness 

RM 

Condition 1 14 0.193 - 16 0.218 - 

Condition 2 16 0.235 0.1429 16 0.251 0 

Condition 3 17 0.311 0.0625 16 0.312 0 

 

As can be seen from Table 6, at the beginning, the accuracy of the bi-level 

multi-agent architecture is slightly lower than that of the single-level multi-agent 

architecture, and the computing time is faster than that of the single-level architecture. 

However, the objective of the bi-level multi-agent architecture is to make stable 

scheduling changes when a machine tool fault occurs only within the service unit, 

without involving the whole work shop rescheduling. Moreover, with the increase of 

dynamic factors, the gap is decreasing, and even the accuracy is better than that of 

single-level agent structure. 

In order to reduce the difference between the scheduling model and the actual 

physical model, its simulation evaluation model is needed to evaluate these scheduling 

schemes quickly. Therefore, this paper uses the workshop simulation system developed 

by the our team to build the workshop production line simulation model, as shown in 

Figure 18. Then, the simulation results for the different scheduling rules and dynamic 

conditions are obtained as shown in table 7. In order to show and evaluate the 

simulation results, the simulation is timed in seconds instead of hours. 

 
Figure 18 The production line simulation model

 

 



Table 7 the simulation results with three scheduling rules and dynamic conditions
 

rule condition Average 

utilization of  

machine tool 

(%) 

Average 

blocking rate 

of machine 

tool (%) 

Utilization 

rate of 

logistics 

equipment 

(%) 

Simulation 

completion 

time 

(second) 

SPT Condition 1 57.775 1.15 18.5 61506 

Condition 2 64.7625 1.0875 22.7 61854  

Condition 3 64.9125 1.1 22.1 62406 

FIFO Condition 1 50.15 0.95 18.2 68196 

 Condition 2 57.2 0.837 21.6 69234 

 Condition 3 49.7375 0.7625 16.7 87738 

SPT- Condition 1 53.175 0.8 17.8 64338 

WINQ Condition 2 62 0.9 20.7 66048 

 Condition 3 59.5 0.85 19.4 70308  

 

It can be seen from table 7 that when two batches of new jobs arrive one after 

another, and then a machine tool fault occurs, the performance of SPT top-level strategy 

is the best in terms of machine tool utilization rate, logistics equipment utilization rate 

and maximum completion time. This is consistent with the conclusion of references [61] 

and [62], that is, SPT is the best rule to minimize the average working time and the 

number of delayed jobs. SPT-
 
WINQ is the best rule for the average blocking rate of 

processing equipment. However, the blocking rate of the equipment in this example is 

very small, which can be ignored. Therefore, we select the most reasonable scheduling 

scheme under STP. 

Based on the digital twin, the newly scheduled results can be transmitted to the 

physical workshop through SCADA, so as to realize the virtual-real reactive scheduling. 

In addition, the data of reactive scheduling in the process of continuous arrival of new 

jobs and dynamic interference factors can be excavated into knowledge to form 

solutions under different working conditions, which is convenient for agent learning and 

training. The scheduling method can be better and faster when solving such problems in 

the future. 

 

5.3 Discussions 

In this paper, a dynamic scheduling method with bi-level multi-agents driven by 

digital twin service units is proposed. Compared with the existing multi-agent 

scheduling system, digital twin service units solve the problem of real-time 

communication and make real-time dynamic scheduling possible. In reference [42], 

although a multi-agent scheduling system is built, it is still verified by the specific 

examples of the static scheduling problem, and there is no verification of dynamic 

scheduling. The algorithm in this paper realizes the dynamic scheduling of new task 



arrival and machine failure. At the same time, a powerful fast simulation tool in the 

digital twin system is used to evaluate and compare the scheme, so as to obtain a more 

reasonable real-time scheduling solution. 

Reference [49] adopts a pre-reaction scheduling model based on machine fault 

prediction. This method has excellent robustness in the case of high prediction accuracy. 

However, whether the predicted results of machine failures and new tasks are true or not 

is still only a certain probability event. This paper proposes a real-time pure reactive 

scheduling method, which does not need to predict future events and is simpler to 

operate. 

Compared with the meta heuristic scheduling [56], which is also driven by digital 

twin, there is double benefits with the bi-level multi-agent scheduling architecture. 

Firstly, it greatly reduces the amount of calculation and effectively improves the 

computational efficiency. Therefore, it ensures the realization of real-time scheduling. 

According to the data provided by reference [42], compared with an improved genetic 

algorithm (eGA), the computational efficiency of the multi-agent system itself is 

generally increased by more than 30%, and compared with an improved particle swarm 

optimization algorithm (hDPOS), the computational efficiency can be increased by more 

than 20 times. Although the scheduling method proposed by this paper needs bi-level 

agent scheduling, it takes a little longer in a certain scale. But the first level uses policies 

or rules for scheduling, which is the fastest of all algorithms. The second level employs 

multi digital twin agents in a service unit for negotiation, the scale is far less than the 

single-level scheduling scale, and the negotiation speed is greatly improved. Therefore, 

with the increase of the scale, the time gap between a single-level and the bi-level 

multi-agent scheduling is gradually reduced in theory and practice, and even after 

reaching a certain scale, the computing speed and solution accuracy of the bi-level 

scheduling is likely to be better than that of a single-level scheduling. 

The architecture proposed in this paper, when there is a dynamic disturbance in the 

system, first solves it in a digital twin service unit. Due to the lack of resources, task delay 

and other reasons, when it cannot be solved, the workshop digital twin scheduling agent 

is used to coordinate between different service units. That is to say, the local adjustment 

of the service unit can ensure the overall stability of the system. For example, when E3=6, 

the third machine tool broke down. The third machine belongs to the first service unit, 

so only the internal adjustment of the first service unit is considered. Tasks need to be 

assigned to other machines in the first service unit. It can be seen that after the 

adjustment, the production of other service units will not be affected, and there is no 

need to transport materials between service units. Generally, the buffer is shared in the 

same service unit, and the internal logistics changes little. This is of great significance for 

practical production. 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, a new bi-level distributed dynamic scheduling architecture is proposed, 

which is based on its service unit digital twin scheduling agents. Firstly, a service unit of the 

workshop is packaged according to seven elements to become a digital twin agent. Secondly, 



the real-time communication between the service unit twin scheduling agent and the 

physical service unit can complete the virtual scheduling. Then, the workshop is divided into 

two levels, namely, the service unit digital twin as the second level and the workshop digital 

twin as the first level. Each level is composed of different agents in the virtual space. At the 

workshop level, the resources and jobs are assigned to each service unit agent with the rules 

according to the delivery date/time, standard working hours and current production status. 

At the service unit level, the multi-agent scheduling negotiation mechanism within the unit is 

used to allocate and sort jobs to each machine/storage device/logistics equipment in order 

to achieve dynamic scheduling. Finally, an example is given to illustrate the usability, 

feasibility and real-time performance of the architecture. 

Based on the breakthrough of the existing advanced digital twin technology, this paper 

constructs a new scheduling architecture. However, it is only a framework at present, and 

there are many problems which should be studied and explored in the future. We think it 

should be solved from the following three points. Firstly, optimizing the multi-agent 

negotiation algorithm to obtain better solution is undoubtedly one of the key technologies 

to solve the problem. The second key technology lies in the agents self-learning, 

self-adaptive and self-adjusting technology so that scheduling experience, rules and 

knowledge can be learnt and a better dynamic scheduling optimization scheme is enabled. 

The third key technology is to apply cloud and edge side computing and storage capabilities 

to further improve the computational efficiency and ensure the real-time operation of 

production lines and workshops. 
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